The Quest Australian Equities Concentrated Portfolio is a
Separately Managed Account (SMA), actively managed by
Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited. Our objective is to
outperform the S&P/ASX300 Accumulation Index. SMA’s are
professionally managed portfolios that allow the investor to
retain beneficial ownership of underlying securities while
maximising transactional visibility.

The ASX 300 recorded the first negative monthly return in August
for the calendar year. Whilst down 2.2% (after accounting for
dividends received), the market is up 21% for the calendar year.
Another solid year for equity investors.
Last month we emphasised that the world is all about interest rates,
at present. That has not changed but while expectations are for
further cuts in the US, Europe and Australia there are deepening
concerns about the lack of global growth. With interest rates
already so low, questions remain as to the impact of further
changes to monetary policy. Can lower rates or more quantitative
easing revive global growth?
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Interest rates are already negative in Germany, France, Belgium,
Sweden, Slovakia, Italy and in many other countries. In fact, the
global stock of negative-yielding debt is now in excess of $17 trillion
and over 30% of the world’s investment grade debt now carries a
negative yield. These are startling statistics.
We remain cautious on the market maintaining a focus on valuation
amidst the macro and reporting season noise. It does appear that
the enthusiasm for low cost ETF and passive Index products is
leading to mass buying, with little heed to valuation disciplines.
Indeed, this herd mentality may lead to the next correction.
At Quest, we continue to invest at prices where we see value rather
than accepting the frothy pricing that is evident in many parts of the
market. In recent times, this has been by way of some IPOs and
placements as well as quality stocks that have had sudden price
corrections but where the investment case remains attractive.
Examples in each of these categories include our participation in
the listings of Investec Property Fund and Prospa at IPO, and our
recent A2 Milk purchase after the stock fell sharply early in August.
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The 2019 reporting season completed in August. This is a busy
time and stock turnover was lower than usual with only one new
holding added being A2 Milk. We were happy with our stocks
that reported with no unpleasant surprises. Worley was our
worst falling 24% but that had more to do with the oil price and
short term outlook than the result itself. A number of well-known
stocks that we do not own fell heavily in August including
Brambles, CIMIC, Iluka, Caltex, Boral, Corporate Travel, Orora,
Viva Energy and South 32. Avoiding these draw downs is
helpful.
Our best relative performers were James Hardie, Alacer Gold,
CSL, RIO, Prospa, Sydney Airport and REA.
Both James Hardie and CSL reported well. The market was
impressed with the prospect of James Hardie sustaining higher
margins as it continues its transition under a new CEO. We
agree, as our investment thesis included a view that the
operational capability should improve, delivering both cost
savings and a stronger competitive position. This now appears
to be playing out and the share price is responding.
In our view, CSL is a high quality business and has a
management team that continues to deliver. We have held this
stock since inception back in 2005! We were pleased to see
strong full year results. This performance reflects the
impressive business decisions made by management over
many years. CSL trades at new highs.
Prospa is a relatively new addition to the portfolio having made
its debut on the ASX in June this year. With no surprises in its
maiden result, the business looks well placed to grow its market
position substantially. The core small business loan product
continues to gain traction and loss rates are as expected. The
business is now accessing lower cost funding which further
strengthens the competitive position through lower prices to
customers. Management are also busy leveraging their early
market leadership by launching additional products. The
market clearly likes the story with the shares closing at $4.60,
up from its IPO price of $3.78.
A2 Milk is a business with terrific brand strength and a capital
light operating model that results in extraordinary cash
generation. It rates highly under our qualitative assessment of
business quality (Q stocks). We have been monitoring this
business for some time. Valuation has always been the
challenge with the market prepared to pay up in advance for
the company’s growth strategies.
Disclaimer

A2 Milk was added to the portfolio after a share price fell 20%
following the results in August. With the company expanding
further into China and continuing its push into the US, significant
funds are being reinvested across the business, impacting
margins in the short term. The size of the prize is large as these
are the two biggest markets in the world. It seems the market
did not appreciate that margins would fall as a result. This
stumble provided an acceptable entry point for Quest as our
valuation points to significant upside if management can
execute. We are visiting the China operations of A2 Milk in
September to further our understanding the dynamics in this
key market.
Cash at the end of the month was approximately 6%.

The tallest timber building in the world at Barangaroo has been
such a success that Lend Lease have followed up with another
next door. The eye-popping construct is made from cross
laminated timber without concrete pours and steel thus minimal
emissions. The sustainable timber is glued and pressed with
negligible wastage, transported and installed to measure.
Construction was eerily quiet and quick. The timber absorbs
office noise. Lend Lease have also committed to another
wooden 12 story building in Brisbane.

The Quest team invest to make an above average return. We
pay less heed to beating an index.
We research investments from the ground up and invest based
on our assessed valuation. We seek minimum 15% upside. This
valuation becomes our target price.
A Quest portfolio includes known names such as CSL and
industrials such as Amcor. We also look to add value outside
of the major stocks, recent examples being Prospa, Catapult,
Bravura and Bingo Industries. The portfolio typically carries a
number of mid and smaller cap stocks where we believe our
experience gives us an advantage.
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This report has been prepared by Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited, AFSL 279207 (wholesale), ABN 47 109 448 802. It should be regarded as general information only rather than advice.
It has been prepared without taking into account any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Whilst Quest has used its best endeavours to ensure the information within this
document is accurate it cannot be relied upon in any way and recipients must make their own enquiries concerning the accuracy of the information within. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future performance. All performance figures are based on the JBWere Multi-Asset platform seed portfolio. Performance can vary by platform and client due to mandate
restrictions and other constraints. Before making any financial investment decisions we recommend recipients obtain legal and taxation advice appropriate to their particular needs.
Investment in a Quest Asset Partners Separately Managed Account can only be made on completion of all the required documentation. As Quest hold a wholesale AFS licence, this report
should not be passed on to any retail client.
The Lonsec Rating (assigned August 2019) presented in this document is published by Lonsec Research Pty Ltd ABN 11 151 658 561 AFSL 421 445. The Rating is limited to “General
Advice” (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)) and based solely on consideration of the investment merits of the financial product(s). Past performance information is for illustrative
purposes only and is not indicative of future performance. It is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold Quest Asset Partners Pty Limited product(s), and you should seek independent
financial advice before investing in this product(s). The Rating is subject to change without notice and Lonsec assumes no obligation to update the relevant document(s) following
publication. Lonsec receives a fee from the Fund Manager for researching the product(s) using comprehensive and objective criteria.
For further information regarding Lonsec’s Ratings methodology, please refer to our website at: http://www.lonsecresearch.com.au/research-solutions/our-ratings

